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MONTHLY MEETINGS 1ST AND 3RD MONDAYS 7.30 FOR 7.45pm

Meetings at Trinity School, Shirley Park, Croydon CR9 7AT
***************************************************
1st MEETING: Monday 2 November. Short Talks Evening.
Including: Mazda Conversion by Gareth G4XAT
2nd MEETING: Monday 16 November. Fix-it, Move-it-On and Informal Chat.
led by John G8MNY.
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Secretary & Communications
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Contest Co-ordinator, Newsletter Editor
Chief Fund-raiser, Liaison, Recycling, Equipment
Committee Member
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Dear Members & Friends,
Hello and welcome to the November 2015 issue
of the Newsletter, edited by John G8IYS.
It came as a bit of a shock when I realised that
there is only one more Newsletter (after this one)
before Christmas. Where have all the months of
2015 gone?
I also note that I still have not got around to
putting the rotator cage back on my mast –
having completed the rotator motor rebuild rather
a long time ago. Consequently, there are no
antennas in the sky either. The 2m and 70 cm
yagis remain on the garage roof. The planned
4m/6m sleeve-fed 11 element yagi (with 5 metre
long boom) is still just a set of tube and square
section aluminium, stacked neatly on the garage
roof. The planned 50m-long open-wire fed
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doublet remains simply as a reel of Flexweave.
Lots of new year resolutions are clearly
demanded if anything is to appear before the
lawn turns yellow and summer cracks appear, in
which one can lose a leg. Although my QTH is
quite well placed at 154m asl (the Chiltern Hills
are visible on a good day) there is much need for
antenna performance improvement. It simply will
not do to utilise a bit of wire out of the window for
HF, a loaded ¼ wave for 4m and a dual band
colinear for 2m and 70cm – the latter two roofrack-mounted on my drive-parked car. Then
there are all the unfinished equipment
construction projects: a 4m transverter, a 4m
linear amplifier, an auto CQ sender for voice and
CW, not to mention numerous Club Construction
Projects - still sitting benignly in their poly bags.
Then there is.......no, that’s quite enough to get
on with. How do folks who work for a living
manage to fit in all their amateur radio tasks? HoHum.
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NOVEMBER CLUB MEETINGS
First Meeting: Monday 2 November.

Short Talks Evening - Including: Mazda
Conversion by Gareth G4XAT.

Second Meeting: Monday 16 November.
Fix-it, Move-it-On and Informal Chat
- led by John G8MNY.
LAST MONTH'S MEETINGS – Reports by
Hon Sec John G3MCX
First Meeting: Monday 5 April 2015
Surplus Equipment Sale
Twenty-one Members and Visitors were treated
to another of our well-run Sales. The usual team:
Gareth G4XAT as auctioneer, assisted by
Maurice G4DDY up front.

G4WGE. There was a wide variety to choose
from, some being silver plated. As always, those
who made successful bids walked away with
some very good bargains. By the end of the
evening a useful sum was added to the Club's
funds. Judging by some of the activity at Fix-it
meetings it is surprising that more is not sold at
our sales. Thank you to all those involved in
running it and to those who sold or purchased
gear and to Chairman Pat G4FDN for the photos.

Monday 19 April 2015
Chat and Fix-it led by John G8MNY
There was another good turnout at this second
Meeting. It was good to see Bert G0IZB again,
looking well. He had been very busy lately as a
Normandy Veteran, had appeared on television
three times, and been to transported to several
events.
We welcomed a visitor, Damien Nolan M6EUI
who is a member of both the Bromley and Crystal
Palace Clubs. It had been agreed before the
meeting that Damien could bring his FT101ZD
with him which had developed a fault. He may be
able to join the SRCC if spare time permits.

John G8IYS and Peter G3ZPB kept an accurate
record of all the transactions.

Andrew G4ADM had brought in a large filter
which he and John G8MNY were testing. John
G3MCX also brought in his FT101ZD and
manual. The objective was to get at the bottom
and clean all the wafer switches. John G8MNY
said it was handy to have both rigs in together
side by side. He tested John K's and found that
it loaded up nicely on all bands but gave a little
less output on 10m. Damien was not quite so
lucky, although the fault was diagnosed it could
not be rectified at the meeting.
Thanks Rick M0LEP & Pat G4FDN for the pics.

Items brought in by members included a large
quantity of assorted reels of wire from Alun
Issue 1 – for distribution
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SWITCH MODE PSU by John G8IYS
Every now and again (usually originating from
Pat G4FDN, Gareth G4XAT or myself) there
have been pieces in the Newsletter addressing
SM PSUs, 50v or 13.8v, advantages and
disadvantages, versus Linear PSUs, from
whence they can be obtained, and going prices –
usually second hand, but not necessarily - read
on.
Recently, in a fit of madness, brought about by
bouts of domestic decoration, I unearthed my
unfinished 70 MHz transverter for a construction
rethink. This was stimulated by the acquisition of
a very smart VeroCase in the Spring Surplus
Equipment Sale (not to mention one acquired in
the Autumn Surplus Sale to house the planned
linear amplifier - both mentioned earlier). Part of
the revisit involved DC powering and the footprint
necessary on the shack operating table. Earlier, I
had dispelled my fears rf hash and bought an SM
PSU with an adjustable 50 volt output with
nudging 25 A current to power the linear amp..
The linear PSU equivalent would have been vast
and heavy. Thus, having taken that chance, I
thought more about an SM PSU with an
adjustable 13.8 volt output and about 5 amps
current. This would be more than sufficient to
produce 20 W RF output from the output brick in
the transverter and would sit nicely inside the
VeroCase. Ebay and Google revealed:
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S-60-12a Super Stable 12V 60W Regulated
Power Supply (10.5 - 13.8V) 5 AMP

- Suitable for CCTV,
Radio, Computer
project
- 110V and 240V Input
- + / - 10% adjustable
output voltage
- High Efficiency, Low
Temperature,
- Small Size
- Built-in EMI Filter
- Over Load and Short
Circuit Protection.
- Over Voltage
Protection
- Auto-recovery after
protection

Specification:
100-120V
AC INPUT / 200220V
Output /
DC 12V /
Current
5A
Power
60W
Dimension 100x130
s:
x 40mm
Weight
320g

Unsurprisingly, it comes from Hong Kong.
This model is priced at £14.20 with free
delivery (fast dispatch, but takes a couple of
weeks to arrive).
If you are interested in this specific model, or
other PSUs and a host of other products, start
with::
http://stores.ebay.co.uk/radiofactoryhongkon
gsuppliers/Power-Supply-/html?
_fsub=20919084&_sid=13723636&_trksid=p46
34.c0.m322

I plan to substitute this for a more traditional 4:1
coaxial balun and see what it does to the
impedance and the resonant frequency.
Club 4m FM net: My comments last time on this
have led to confirmations from Bill 2E0WBO,
Martin G4FKK, and John G8IYS that they would
like to participate. So, along with Dave 2E0EBK
and myself, we intend to have the inaugural net
on Thursday 12th November at 8pm on
70.2875MHz. We had intended to use 70.3MHz,
but I have just found out that even though my
Pye MX294 is meant to cover that frequency, the
rig’s PROM is actually programmed for
70.35MHz (twice). As I don’t have a PROM
programmer (or a replacement 74S287 chip) this
will probably take a couple of weeks to sort out
by probably building a board to take a 2716
EPROM with leads to plug into the PROM
socket, as I have and can program 2716’s. If
anyone has a PROM programmer for the 74S287
I would be interested to know. So this kick off on
70.2875MHz will probably be temporary with a
return to 70.3MHz probable. I’ll update further in
my next blog.. Another future participant is likely
to be Kim G6JXA, as he has said he hopes to get
going again on 4m soon.

Chairman's Blog by Pat G4FDN
Antenna experiments
continued: This month I
have been trying out a
folded dipole for 4m.
This is it outside my
garden workshop with a
short wooden mounting
pole added at the centre. It
is destined for my loft to give me 4m capability
from the house. I already operate on 4m from
then workshop to a ½ wave vertical at about 20ft.
Initial tests in the loft indicated it was resonant
around 68.8 MHz with an impedance of 37
Ohms. The picture below shows the transformer
balun used:
Issue 1 – for distribution

And getting it to output some text on to a Nokia
5110 display (only black lines hieroglyphics so
far!) This little board is very powerful for its size
yet physically smaller than the Arduino Uno.
Here are the main ports on it:
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• Multiple interrupt vectors with individually
programmable priority
• Fail-Safe Clock Monitor Mode
• Configurable Watchdog Timer with on-chip
Low-Power RC Oscillator for reliable operation

And this is the underside:

Here is the list of main features of the PIC itself:
High-Performance 32-bit RISC CPU:
• MIPS32® M4K® 32-bit core with 5-stage
pipeline
• 80 MHz maximum frequency
• 1.56 DMIPS/MHz (Dhrystone 2.1) performance
at 0 wait state Flash access
• Single-cycle multiply and high-performance
divide unit
• MIPS16e® mode for up to 40% smaller code
size
• Two sets of 32 core register files (32-bit) to
reduce interrupt latency
• Prefetch Cache module to speed execution
from Flash
Microcontroller Features:
• Operating temperature range of -40ºC to
+105ºC
• Operating voltage range of 2.3V to 3.6V
• 256K Flash memory (plus an additional 12 KB
of boot Flash)
• 32K SRAM memory
• Pin-compatible with most PIC24/dsPIC® DSC
devices
• Multiple power management modes
Issue 1 – for distribution

Peripheral Features:
• Atomic SET, CLEAR and INVERT operation on
select peripheral registers
• Up to 4-channel hardware DMA with automatic
data size detection
• USB 2.0-compliant full-speed device and OnThe-Go (OTG) controller
• USB has a dedicated DMA channel
• 3 MHz to 25 MHz crystal oscillator
• Internal 8 MHz and 32 kHz oscillators
• Separate PLLs for CPU and USB clocks
• Two I2C™ modules
• Two UART modules with:
- RS-232, RS-485 and LIN support
- IrDA® with on-chip hardware encoder and
decoder
• Up to two SPI modules
• Parallel Master and Slave Port (PMP/PSP) with
8-bit and 16-bit data and up to 16 address lines
• Hardware Real-Time Clock and Calendar
(RTCC)
• Five 16-bit Timers/Counters (two 16-bit pairs
combine to create two 32-bit timers)
• Five capture inputs
• Five compare/PWM outputs
• Five external interrupt pins
• High-Speed I/O pins capable of toggling at up
to 80 MHz
• High-current sink/source (18 mA/18 mA) on all
I/O pins
• Configurable open-drain output on digital I/O
pins
Debug Features:
• Two programming and debugging Interfaces:
- 2-wire interface with unintrusive access and
real-time data exchange with application
- 4-wire MIPS® standard enhanced JTAG
interface
• Unintrusive hardware-based instruction trace
• IEEE Standard 1149.2-compatible (JTAG)
boundary scan
Analog Features:
• Up to 16-channel 10-bit Analog-to-Digital
Converter:
- 1000 ksps conversion rate
- Conversion available during Sleep, Idle
• Two Analog Comparators
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So as you can see it is well equipped. Olimex do
a lot of interesting stuff and their website
https://www.olimex.com/ is well worth a visit.
What bargains did you get at the Surplus
Equipment Sale?
Well, you will read about G8MNY’s bargain, later
in this newsletter, but here is a picture of what I
got for 50p! A vintage Heathkit FMO-1 Test
Oscillator (variable frequency, sweep and
crystal), 90-107MHz and 10.0MHz and 10.7
MHz.

SUCKER FOR TEST GEAR by G8MNY
At the Surplus Equipment Sale, I bought this
vintage TR4122B Japanese Spectrum Analyser
by Takeda Riken (Advancetest), for "a song". It
was not known how well it worked, but I had
seen it switched on at a test evening. It came
with no information or a front cover.

Screen shot: FM signal Mod 1kHz, Dev
5.542KHz, 2nd carrier Null (1st @ 2.4kHz Dev)
TESTING IT
I expected the odd problem & soon saw one. The
precision input microwave attenuator that is only
rated at +20dBm or 100mW, was broken. The
first 10, 20 & 30dB steps were OK, but 40 &
50dB fell off the screen. It is DC isolated to the N
socket, so I had to open it up & unbolt bits to get
any further.
REPAIR
I located the attenuator. It was a SMA connected
remote relay controlled module after the N input
& SMA DC isolator. On testing the control wires, I
found that all were going on & off OK, so it was
not a control switch or a relay drive logic fault.
And it works, too.
Sign-off: I’m hoping to see as many of you as
possible next Monday, especially those
members we haven’t seen for a while.
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I took off the RF cover. I saw inside 6 tiny
microwave relays & 3 RF attenuators & silvered
track line on the RF substrate. As it was fairly
symmetrical, I was able to identify the open
circuit deposited black metal R which was only
2mm square, on the input side of the offending
20dB (40/50dB) attenuator.
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So it had been burnt out with too much input
power, luckily only the attenuator & not the front
end RF Mixer had suffered!
Searching Jessop G6JP’s RADIO DATA book, I
found the theoretical R values for a 20dB T pad
series resistors were 41R. I initially solder-tinned
the silver strip lines either side of the faulty R, &
tried a wired resistor of 47R, & that proved OK.
This was the fault!
I worked out the full circuit. Note the through
lines have extra relay contacts & terminating
resistors for perfect isolation.

For a proper job, the 41R had to be accurate &
small, if I wanted the repair to work well & be flat
to 1500MHz.
I used 3 surface mount Rs in parallel: 2x 100R &
a 220R to give the 41R (worked out from an old
summing R “hamhelp.bas” program”.)
Once stacked up & soldering together, the 3 SM
Rs were not too difficult to solder to the pretinned strip line although a bit messy in the end.
Successful re-assembly & testing now showed
nice even steps of the 50dB range & all exactly
10dB & quite flat to 1500MHz with no surprises
when the attenuators are used.

ANALYSER FEATURES
Freq:: DC-1500MHz.
Input: +20dB (100mW) Max, N socket, Atten 050dB in 10dB steps.
IF B/W: 3MHz 1MHz 100kHz 10kHz 1kHz &
500Hz.
IF Gain: 0 to +50dB in 10dBs & a Calibrated
+12dB Pot.
Cal Out: BNC with 200MHz @ -30dBm.
Sweep: 2kHz-100MHz/Div (link to B/W) Sweep
stop for Phones use.
Marker: Movable spot with 8 digit Frequency
Counter.
Phones: AM 3.5mm jack, AM & FM switched
6mm jack on memory unit.
Modes: Marker Sweep(U sweep spot) / Manual
select sweep speed / Auto.
Display: Linear / 2dB/Div, / 10dB/Div Log.
Gen Out: Tracking Generator, (band filters) N,
Atten 0-50dB in 10dBs.
Store : Add on unit, with 2 Digital memories &
they can be subtracted.
Output : 10.7MHz IF, X Y & Z for a 2nd Display.
Power : 122VA selectable AC Voltage / External
DC (unknown Volts)
Weight : 24kg.
CALIBRATION
With the internal 200MHz -30dBm Calibrator,
Input Attenuator, Frequency & Sweep you can
check & set the front panel CRT Preset
Geometry Shifts & Gains. Then do the 4 preset
Shift & Gains on the side of the memory unit.
Inside of course there were loads more for Linear
& 2dB/Div scales, Filter gain balance, & RF
alignments etc.
SCHEMATIC
From the RF Adjustment writing the schematic is
something like this…
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CLUB FIXIT NIGHTS
I will of course be adding this to my array of Test
equipment at club Fix-it nights.
INFO
If anyone has further information on this Analyser
I would appreciate it as there are no free PDF
manuals for it etc.

Fix-It Night (September 2015) – Spectrum
Analyser, G4FYF

IN USE
Compared to a home-made & simpler
commercial Spectrum Analyser I have used, this
"Proper One”, with its memory unit takes some
getting used to. With the multiple bandwidths
available from 3MHz for fast sweeps right down
to 500Hz close-in work. The inter-lockable
Sweep & Bandwidth control & the Auto sweep
speed, stops you getting a faulty spectrum
display. But as this is not a modern PLL system,
slow drift of the swept UHF YIG oscillator is quite
noticeable on close-in work. But it does almost
stop after 1 hr warm up. One shot sweeps with
memory solve this drawback too.
With slow sweep, narrow bandwidth, video filter
in & the storage memory, the noise floor is then
seen at 98dB down with a near overloading
input.
Images & harmonics are quite good too, bit
increase below 5MHz separation when both
signals appear in the 1st IF.
The tacking generator is very useful on Filters &
Pre-amps etc. But the first thing which you will
notice, is all your bad cables & connectors! Of
course, it can also be used just a sweep gen too,
triggering a scope from Z out etc.
The 2 memories can be used in subtraction
mode, so a change in display can be seen, or an
un-flat response of test leads normalized before
a measurement.
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This piece pre-dates the article by John G8MNY
about his bargain, all singing all dancing,
spectrum analyser he successfully bid for at the
recent surplus equipment sale and returned to
proper operational condition.. My spectrum
analyser is somewhat less sophisticated
(nonetheless, fit for purpose) but the principle is
just the same, AND it doesn’t weigh the same as
a bag of cement!
I bid for and won what I suspected to be a home
brew spectrum analyser in the recent G3JQN SK
auction.

Indeed, it was a spectrum analyser based on a
design published in RadCom by G4BMK in
November 1989.
It is a lovely piece of construction with a mains
input supply filter, sub-chassis for mounting front
panel controls, sub-board for 12/5 V power
supply distribution and another bit of circuitry
going to a switched outlet on the back panel that,
I guess, is for connection to a pre-scaler to
extend the bandwidth above the designed
90MHz?
Essentially, it is no more than an electronically
tunable receiver the S-meter output of which, is
connected to the Y input of an oscilloscope.
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Next, this is the output of my DDS VFO set at
10MHz. The left peak is ‘0’ MHz reference, the
next one is the 10 MHz output from the VFO.
This is with -30dB attenuation at the input.

This diagram is a typical screen display of a
spectrum analyser
Having not used it in anger, I took it to the Fix-It
meeting where John G8MNY took me through a
practical tutorial of how to interpret the output by
adjustment of the oscilloscope and on-board
controls. At home, I connected to my ‘scope. This
shows the in-built markers at 10MHz intervals.

Reducing input attenuation to -20dB, you start
seeing harmonics of the 10MHz signal plus other
spurious ‘spikes’/noise.
John G8MNY has his own home brew analyser
based on a similar design. See
http://skywaves.demon.co.uk/technical/Testgear/
Spectrum_Analyser_mods_1988_1989.pdf for
the detail. A couple of years ago John used his
version to help me tune the band pass filter of my
home brew QRP 20M SSB transceiver and to
check carrier and unwanted sideband
suppression.
I discovered that the bandwidth switch is
somewhat ‘noisy’, I will deal with this, and also
intend to give the front and back panels a
makeover with a coat of paint and new labelling.
All in all, it is a very useful tool for the shack and
well worth the £13 paid (bearing in mind that
Jabdog.com still supply this as a kit at £83 for the
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components and £18.50 for the PCBs, (but you
still need to get your own hardware [case, knobs,
etc]), if only for the high quality vernier dial on the
front panel! It just shows what bargains can be
had at SRCC sales, even if some TLC is
required. Even then, help is always on hand if
necessary. 73 Steve.

WEST LONDON RADIO & ELECTRONICS
FAIR Kempton Park Racecourse, Staines
Road East, Sunbury on Thames, Middx.
TW16 5AQ 8th Nov 2015 @ 10.00 am
We hope to see you at the SRCC stand as well
as taking advantage of the many items on offer
from traders and clubs at this key biannual event.
How there by road:
Kempton is located on the A308 between
Sunbury on Thames and Hampton Court and is
less than one mile from Junction 1 of the M3 via
Junction 12 of the M25. There is ample free
parking on site with a number of disabled places
near the entrance turnstiles. Parking is at the
owners own risk. The postcode for your sat nav
is TW16 5AQ. - and it works! Ed.
How to get there by rail:
The racecourse boasts its own on site station –
Kempton Park – which is situated 200 yards from
the Premier Enclosure entrance.

CATS BAZAAR Sun 15 November. 10.00
am
Do not miss CATS Bazaar. As well as several
local clubs and small traders, SRCC has a
couple of tables. The venue is Coulsdon
Community Centre, Chipstead Valley Road,
Coulsdon, CR5 3BE. Do not go to the old Scout
Hut venue by mistake. Off site parking only.

FUTURE SRCC MEETINGS
2 Nov 2015 Short Talks Evening
16 Nov 2015 Fix-it, Move-it-On, Advice Clinic
7 Dec 2015

SRCC Construction Contest

21 Dec 2015

Informal pre-Xmas Social and sampling
of various tinctures

4 Jan 2016

Scopes - To be confirmed

18 Jan 2016 Fix-it, Move-it-On, Advice Clinic
1 Feb 2016

Propagation Explained by Mike G0JMI

15 Feb 2016 Fix-it, Move-it-On, Advice Clinic
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Sales and Wants by Members
Hello Everyone. A few items for the Newsletter.
FOR SALE. 2M 5/8 OVER ¼ VERTICAL. SO239
CONNECTOR. MAIN STATION AERIAL. 12FT.
LONG. HAS SEEN BETTER DAYS. STILL
WORKS. HAS 3 OUT OF 4 RADIALS.
UNLIKELY TO COME APART WITHOUT MORE
DAMAGE. ANYONE INTERESTED? BUYER
TO COLECT FROM G6JXA QTH BY
APPOINTMENT. £5.00. I WOULD PREFER NOT
TO GIVE IT AWAY OR THROW IT AWAY.
BUYER TO WILL NEED ROOF RACK.
UNLIKELY TO GO IN CAR.
XEROX LAZER PRINTER. BLACK AND
WHITE. USB. WITH 2 USED CARTRIDGES.
MAINS. WORKS BUT NEEDS NEW
CARTRIDGE AND IEC AND USB CABLES.
£5.00. G6JXA UNABLE TO FIT INTO TROLLEY
SO BUYER MUST COLLECT BY
APPOINTMENT.
WANTED. SOMEONE TO COLECT AND
TRANSPORT 4M. RINGBASE AERIAL FROM
2E0WBO QTH TO G6JXA QTH. WILL NEED
ROOF RACK AS AERIAL IS IN ONE PIECE. AN
EXTRA PAIR OF HANDS WOULD BE USEFUL
HERE TO PUT RING BASE ON 2 INCH POLE.
CONTACT G6JXA REGARDING ALL ITEMS
DETAILS BELOW: TEXT, TELEPHONE, EMAIL,
PACKET RADIO, IN THAT ORDER. QTHR IN
SRCC LIST AND ON QRZ DOT COM CANNOT
SAY FOR RSGB CALL BOOK.
DOES ANYONE HAVE A NO LONGER USED
CONPLETE COPY OF MICROSOFT OFFICE? I
SHOULD BE ABLE TO PAY A SMALL AMOUNT
FOR IT. I LOST MY COPY OF
2003 WHEN MY PC CRASHED. MANAGED TO
RECOVER THE PC AFTER A LOT OF WORK.
HAVE OPEN OFFICE ON IT NOW, BUT THIS
DOES NOT HAVE THE YEAR PLANNER. MY
WINDOW 7 MACHINE HAS MICROSOFT
OFFICE ON IT, BUT WHOWEVER INSTALLED
IT LEFT OFF THE YEAR PLANNER. I AM
COPING WITHOUT, BUT WOULD BE EASIER
WITH. DOES ANYONE KNOW OF A FREE
DOWNLOADABLE YEAR PLANNER? WOULD
PREFER MICROSOFT OFFICE.
Sorry this is all in capitals. Still having the odd
glitches with the restored Windows XP and Open
Office. 73, Good DX to all. Kim G6JXA.
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My contact information:
Email; g6jxa at yahoo dot co dot uk Packet
Radio; g6jxaat gb7cip G6JXA-2 is usually on
144.9375MHz. 24hrs. Answerphone, Text,
Telephone: 07812735507
Frequencies monitored when possible;
Primary; 145.500MHz. Secondary; 433.500MHz.
432.200MHz. 144.300MHz.
29.600MHz. 28.500MHz. 1.980MHz. 1.905MHz.
1.850MHz. GB3NS. My Packet PMS G6JXA-2 is
usually on 144.9375MHz. You can also leave
messages at GB7CIP also on 144.9375MHz.

OFCOM AMATEUR LICENCE VALIDATION
If you have failed to validate your amateur
licence within the last 5 years or are unsure
whether you have or have not, it is worth a visit
to
http://licensing.ofcom.org.uk/radiocommunication
s-licences/amateur-radio/revalidation/
There you will find an announcement of the first
step by OFCOM, published on 14 October, for
the revocation of unvalidated amateur licences.
Although this is the first step and you are
promised formal notice by letter to your last
registered address as the next step, are you sure
that OFCOM holds your most up to date home
address? You can revalidate as often as you like,
but if you take no action at all, or cannot be
contacted, then doom, including prosecution for
operating unlicensed radio equipment, awaits.

Well, for some unknown reason I was sent
another kit. I don’t intend to do anything with it so
it’s up for grabs to any member who wants to
have a go at a bit of construction. BUT, there is
catch (or two).
Attached to this newsletter is a simple crossword
with answers that a ham radio enthusiast should
be familiar with. Just complete it and hand in a
hard copy at the Christmas get-together meeting
on Monday 21st December; please identify your
entry by name and callsign. All entries will be
placed in the hat at this meeting and first out of
the hat wins the prize! Oh, and another thing,
expectation is that the winner submits a brief
article about it, hopefully with a use on air report,
for the newsletter.
If you’re not interested in entering just have a go
for fun. The solution will be published in the
January newsletter.
Committee members will not be eligible to enter.
Good luck! 73. Steve.

OTHER CLUBS' MEETINGS
Wimbledon & District ARS
27 Nov

Surplus Equipment Sale.
Contact Jim Noon M6AVV - 020
8337 4940.
email jamesanoon@hotmail.co.uk
Web site:- http://www.gx3wim.org.uk

SRCC Prize Crossword Competition:
Free Transceiver – Steve G4FYF

Meetings are at 8pm on the 2nd and
final Friday of each month at Martin
Way Methodist Church, Merton Park
(corner of Buckleigh Avenue), SW19
9JZ.
Sutton & Cheam RS

Whoa – don’t get too carried away! Remember
the Pixie 40 meter QRP CW transceiver kit I
described in the June 2015 issue of the
newsletter?
19 Nov

Digital ATV primer by Andy 2E0IBF.
Meeting at Vice Presidents Lounge,
Sutton United Football Club, Gander
Green Lane, Sutton – 8pm.
Sec: John G0BWV 020-8644 9945
Bromley & District ARS

17 Nov

Example Rigs and Stations.
Normal Meetings 7.30 for 8.00 pm @
Victory Social Club, Kechill Gardens,
Hayes, Bromley, Kent.
Contact: Andy Brooker G4WGZ
01689 878089
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Crystal Palace R & EC
06 Nov

Introduction to Electronic
Components II – Semiconductors.
All Saints Church Parish Rooms,
Beulah Hill from 7:30pm. Bob
G3OOU 01737 552170 (Meet
normally monthly on 1st Friday)
http://www.g3oou.co.uk/
Dorking & DARS

24 Nov

Antenna Modelling using 4NEC2 by
Garth G3NPC.
Contact: David Browning M6DJB
email internationalisation
Meetings held 7.45 pm at The
Friends Meeting House, Butterhill,
Dorking, RH4 2LE.
Web site:- www.ddrs.org.uk
Coulsdon ATS

09 Nov

Construction Evening.
Meetings held 8 pm on 2nd Monday
each month @ St. Swithun’s Church
Hall, Grovelands Rd, Purley.
Steve Beal G3WZK. Secretary@
catsradio.org. Tel: 01883 620730.
Crawley ARC

25 Nov

Local FM Transmitter: Sussex &
Surrey (SUSY) Radio Station with
John G8MNY.
Hon Sec: Phil Moore M0TZZ
Contact: secretary@carc.org.uk.
Formal meetings held every third
Wednesday each month at:
Hut 18, Tilgate Recreational Centre,
Tilgate Forest, Crawley West
Sussex. Directions are given in the
CARC Newsletter which can be
found at carconline.blogspot.co.uk
Horsham ARC

5 Nov

HARC - CARC Challenge (InterClub Quiz Night).
Meetings held at 8 pm on 1st
Thursday each month at: Guide Hall,
20 Denne Road, Horsham, West
Sussex, RH12 1JF.
Contact: www.harc.org.uk. Hon Sec
Alister Watt email:
g3zbu@hotmail.com

Sign Off That's all folks. 73 John G8IYS.
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